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I. Introduction 
1.1. Drosophila melanogaster as a model system 
Molecular studies on developing embryos of Drosophila melanogaster have 
enhanced our understanding of signal transduction, differentiation and organogenesis. By the 
aid of the newly described molecules and genes, homologous signal transduction and 
differentiation pathways have been described between Drosophila and higher eukaryotes, 
including man [1-5]. The biochemical specificities of a large number of these molecules have 
been conserved during evolution and it has been shown that some of these have maintained 
analogous functions [6]. The immune system and the signal transduction pathways during 
immune response in Drosophila show remarkable similarities with the innate immunity of 
vertebrates, suggesting that they share a common evolutionary ancestry [7-14]. Due to the 
evolutionary conservation of general molecular pathways, the genetic studies performed in 
Drosophila have been very successful in the identification of homologous developmental 
pathways in vertebrates [15-17]. In the past few years a significant progress has been made in 
our understanding of the immune reactions of Drosophila, that are due to the use of genetic 
screens [18,19], the completion of the Drosophila genome sequence and the invention of the 
DNA microarray analysis [20,21]. Several genes are identified that play a crucial role in 
innate immune reactions. At the same time Drosophila is widely used as a model organism in 
studies of the host-pathogen interactions. Consequently, the large-scale similarities coupled 
with resources available for rapid genetic and molecular analyses, makes Drosophila as one 
of the best organism for analysis of the molecular mechanisms of the innate immunity 
[5,22,23]. 
Genetic evidence in Drosophila suggests that hemocyte proliferation and 
differentiation does not depend upon the same subset of signalling molecules [24]. Cellular 
and molecular characterization of immune system of Drosophila could therefore improve the 
analysis of the immune system and immunity of other species, including man. Additionally, 
hemocytes are capable of sustained cell proliferation that makes the hematopoietic system of 
Drosophila as one of the best model for analysis of the biological consequences of mutations 
in oncogenes and tumour suppressors as well as in detection of oncogene-specific 
downstream targets [20]. 
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1.2. Defence reactions and compartments of the immune system of Drosophila 
Host-defence reactions in Drosophila are generated by a variety of microorganisms 
and parasites. The immune system of Drosophila is very efficient in the protection of the host 
against invaders such as pathogens including viruses, bacteria and fungi or against parasitic 
insects. It is capable of limiting the microbial infection within hours. Like other invertebrates, 
Drosophila lacks an adaptive immune system; the defence mechanisms are therefore based 
on the well-developed innate immune responses that comprise of both humoral and cellular 
reactions. Although evidence has been presented that these defence reactions interact to fight 
infection [25], the nature of these interactions is still unclear. The humoral immune defence 
requires several hours for its full expansion, and involves the synthesis of constitutive and 
inducible extracellular molecules. The reactions involved in this process are the induction of 
the proteolytic cascades that leads to localized melanization and blood coagulation, 
production of reactive intermediates of oxygen [26] or nitrogen [27] and a rapid synthesis of 
antimicrobial peptides that are secreted directly into the hemolymph. These molecules 
contribute to the protection against invading microorganisms. 
Two reactions are immediately triggered in insects by wounding or introduction of 
foreign objects: phenoloxidase activation and hemolymph clotting [28]. In Drosophila 
phenoloxidase catalyses the key steps in the formation of melanin. Phenoloxidase is present 
in the hemolymph as an inactive pro-enzyme that is converted to its active form by a serine 
protease cascade when a signal from the surface of the bacterial wall - such as the putative 
beta-l,3-glucan receptor - activates the cascade. Although it is known that the serine 
protease cascade activates the blood clotting in insects, the mechanism by which it acts is 
poorly understood. 
Reactive intermediates of oxygen and nitrogen. The mammalian phagocytes generate 
reactive oxygen intermediates (ROI) and reactive nitrogen intermediates (RNI) which are 
released into the phagosome or extracellulary, and which are toxic to a variety of 
microorganisms [29,30]. Some of the effects of ROI and RNI may be due to their roles in 
immune-related signal transduction pathways, rather than to direct cytotoxic effects on 
parasites or pathogens. In mammals, ROI such as superoxide anion (H2O2) and RNI such as 
NO function as second messengers in signal transduction pathways that include activation of 
NF-KB [31]. Drosophila hemocytes involved in defence reactions such as multicellular 
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capsule formation generate H2O2 [26] and N O [27]. It is anticipated that these molecules 
destroys the intrahemocoelic parasites. Although H2O2 and N O have been detected during 
cellular immune responses in Drosophila but whether these factors are related to NF-KB 
activation is unknown. However an NF-KB-like Relish gene is required for the induction of 
the humoral immune response [32,33]. 
Antimicrobial peptides. One possible way of a response to the infection is the rapid 
and transient production of different antimicrobial peptides. Hemocytes, besides playing role 
in regulating the antimicrobial response [34,35] also produce these peptides [36,37] however 
the fat body is considered as the most important source of antimicrobial peptides. When 
bacteria are digested, peptidoglycan fragments and lipopolysaccharide molecules are released 
and these molecules together with other putative endogenous signals, act to signal the fat 
body to begin antibacterial peptide synthesis. To date seven inducible antimicrobial peptides 
have been described in Drosophila. They fell into three main categories: 
1.) cecropin [38], defensin [39], drosocin [40], attacin [41] and diptericin [42] are 
antibacterial peptides with known function upon bacterial induction; 
2.) antifungal peptides are activated exclusively upon induction with fungi and the only 
known member of this category in Drosophila is drosomycin [43] 
3.) metchnikowin [44] has both antibacterial and antifungal activity. 
The cellular immune reactions are mediated by the hemocytes and are involved in 
normal development and in the immune response [45]. Any defect in hemocyte function 
exposes the organism to microbial intruders terminating in fatal diseases. One of the most 
important characteristics of the hemocytes is that they directly and actively interact with the 
invading microorganisms and parasites so it is anticipated that they play a key role in the 
insect immune defence. The scenario of the hemocyte-mediated responses involves the 
recognition of the foreign target or wound site as non-self and hemocytes must be activated 
to perform effector responses like phagocytosis or encapsulation. These responses are 
coordinated by inter- and intracellular signalling events. 
Mechanisms of cellular immune reactions that occur within minutes after infection 
includes: 
a.) phagocytosis - where the microorganisms, foreign particles and tissue debris are 
taken up by phagocytes. This process refers to the engulfinent of entities by an individual 
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cell. Hemocytes phagocytose both biotic targets like bacteria, yeast and apoptotic bodies [46] 
as well as small abiotic targets like synthetic beads or particles of India ink. It is well 
demonstrated that the phagocytosing of microbes by Drosophila hemocytes is very similar to 
the phagocytosis of mammalian macrophages, so it is anticipated that the process of 
phagocytosing is conserved from insects to human [14]. Cell membrane receptors on the 
surface of the hemocytes bind to the bacterium [14], and this interaction initiates a chain 
reaction of events - resulting in pseudopod formation that reaches out and engulf the 
bacteria. In Drosophila plasmatocytes are the phagocytic hemocytes. 
b.) nodulation and encapsulation - where tissues and other elements recognized as non-
self are demarcated, enveloped by multicellular capsules and melanized [22,26]. The 
nodulation is a response reaction to bacterial infection. The process involves the direct 
capture of bacterial cells/aggregations in a matrix of hemocytes. It begins with the formation 
of microaggregates that grow by successive hemocyte adhesion. On the end of the process 
the nodule turns black due to the formation of melanin. The encapsulation reaction involves 
the host's immune capacity to recognize and destroy the invading parasite [47]. The 
concentration of the hosts circulating hemocytes and their aptitude to form a hemocytic 
capsule around the parasitic eggs shows a high correlation [48,49]. Beside the genetic status 
of both host and parasitoid, the success of the hosts encapsulation reaction depends upon the 
occurrence of the primary hemocytic response that gives rise to the amplification of the 
hemocyte population and of the presence of a hemocyte load large enough to form a cellular 
capsule before the parasitic egg become protected by adhering to the host tissues [47-52]. 
Two types of hemocytes contribute to the process of encapsulation: lamellocytes enclose the 
wasp egg in a capsule whereas crystal cells contribute to the melanization of this cellular 
capsule [52]. Upon parasitization with the wasp Leptopilina boulardi hemocytes in the lymph 
glands are also affected - there is an increase in the number of lamellocytes and crystal cells 
within [52]. 
As hemocytes are an important source of many humoral molecules and several 
humoral factors affect hemocyte function, it is quite subjective to divide the immune system 
of Drosophila into cellular and humoral responses. In addition processes like recognition of 
foreign intruders requires both humoral and cellular defences for an efficient response so it is 
considered that these two immunological responses are complementary, and both may be 
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seen in response to the same infection [53]. Drosophila possesses specific mechanisms to 
discriminate between microbes and responds to infection by inducing the appropriate 
reactions. One possible mechanism of recognizing the foreign invaders is the direct 
interaction of cell surface receptors of hemocytes with molecules on the invading organism. 
Alternatively indirect recognition is also possible by recognition of humoral receptors that 
bind to and opsonize the surface of the invader. 
The humoral immune response of Drosophila has the ability to distinguish between 
Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria through the Imd and Toll pathways, respectively 
[14,54]. Diverse peptidoglycan recognition protein (PGRP) members are involved in 
distinguishing between invading bacteria and activation of appropriate immune reactions 
[14]. These proteins are pattern recognition molecules of the innate immune defence that 
bind to peptidoglycan, the major cell wall component of Gram-positive bacteria [55]. The 
PRGP-genes are expressed in the fat body, in hemocytes and in the epithelial cells of the gut. 
PGRP-LC is predicted to code for a membrane bound protein and is thus a major activator of 
the imd/Relish pathway in the Drosophila immune response [14,56], however in larvae, the 
imd-mediated antibacterial defence is also activated by peptidoglycan-recognition protein-LE 
[57]. 
The apparatus of the immune system is constituted of a physical barrier that 
resembles the mechanical protection in the defensive processes - comprised of the cuticle and 
gut and of the innate immunity with its biochemical- and cellular constituents. The main 
elements of the immune system are: 
a.) the fat body - an adipose tissue that is the major site of the antimicrobial peptide 
synthesis, a functional homologue of the mammalian liver [58]; 
b.) the hemocytes which are - beside antimicrobial peptide production [36] - the major 
battery of the cellular immunity; 
c.) the lymph gland - a hematopoietic organ, the presumed origin of larval and adult 
hemocytes, that is composed of paired lobes located along the dorsal vessel. 
There are three components of the cellular immune system of the Drosophila namely 
the above-mentioned hemocytes and lymph gland and the so-called sessile hematopoietic 
tissue, which consists of randomly distributed hemocyte clusters that are nested directly 
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under the integument [59], They are grouped in clusters in direct contact with the epidermal 
layer and contain plasmatocytes and crystal cells. 
1.3. Classification and origin of Drosophila hemocytes 
In Drosophila melanogaster the circulating cells or hemocytes represent the cellular 
elements of the innate immune defence. Hemocytes are primarily responsible for defence 
against parasites and pathogens; microbial killing results from the combined action of the 
phagocytic process with humoral defence factors such as various antimicrobial peptides. The 
hematopoietic system of the fruitfly contains several different types of cells. Each of these 
cell types is quite distinct in appearance and each has a specific biological function. Until 
quite recent the identification of hemocyte subsets has been based upon morphological, 
ultrastructural and functional characteristics. Based on morphological criteria the circulating 
hemocytes can be divided into four classes: crystal cells, plasmatocytes, podocytes and 
lamellocytes [60]. Crystal cells are 10-15 pm in diameter cells having crystalline inclusions 
in their cytoplasm. Plasmatocytes are 8-10 pm in diameter round cells having granules in 
their cytoplasm (these granules are staining with acid-phosphatase enzyme). Podocytes and 
lamellocytes are variable shaped 10-30 pm diameter cells. Podocytes have huge number of 
phillopodia while lamellocytes are large flattened cells with smooth cell membrane. 
Circulating hemocytes of Drosophila melanogaster develop in two waves that take 
place in different tissues. Hemocytes in the developing embryo originate from the cephalic 
mesoderm [60,61], and the primordial function of these cells is the tissue remodeling [62], It 
have been reported that two classes of hemocytes are represented in this developmental stage 
namely the most frequently observed cells - the plasmatocytes (also referred as macrophages) 
and the crystal cells. The function of the plasmatocytes in this developmental stage is the 
elimination of apoptotic cells and engulfing microorganisms [62], Crystal cells in the embryo 
are believed to participate in blood clotting and melanization. Several embryonic markers 
have been identified including peroxidasin [63], Collagen type IV [64,65], scavenger 
receptor dSR-CI [66] and the CD36 superfamily member croquemort [62], As hemocytes in 
the embryo migrate freely in the hemocoel [61] they are distributed throughout the embryo. 
Following embryonic development at least four classes of hemocytes have been reported in 
the larva [12,52,67]. They include plasmatocytes, podocytes, lamellocytes and crystal cells. 
Plasmatocytes are capable of adhering to foreign surfaces, they include more than 90% of the 
hemocytes found in the circulation of the larval stages with similar functions to those 
plasmatocytes found in the embryo: phagosytosing microbes and synthesizing antimicrobial 
peptides. It is anticipated that these cells can terminally differentiate into podocytes that are 
larger cells with phillopodias with unknown function and into flattened cells called 
lamellocytes. These differentiated forms of plasmatocytes are also capable of attaching to 
foreign surfaces. Lamellocytes can form multilayer capsules around parasites or abnormally 
developing tissues [51]. Crystal cells are non-adhesive hemocytes that contain phenoloxidase 
precursors. In this developmental stage crystal cells contain crystalline inclusions, they take 
part in melanization and coagulation reactions and they contribute to wound healing response 
by participating in clot formation. It is anticipated that the pool of circulating hemocytes in 
adult flies is constituted exclusively of plasmatocytes [59,68]. 
On the end of the embryogenesis the larval hematopoietic organ called lymph gland 
differentiates along the dorsal vessel [69]. When the larva reaches the third instars stage this 
organ already contains several pair of lobes. The number of the lobes depends on temperature 
and is normally between four to six pairs. The lobes are identified by their relative position to 
the pericardial cells that separate the lobes and are surrounded by a basementlike material 
[59], The anterior pair of lobes contains undifferentiated cells - called prohemocytes; cells 
containing enlarged cisternae of rough endoplasmic reticulum and numerous Golgi-vesicles -
called secretory cells; cells with phagocytic capacity - plasmatocytes; cells containing 
crystalline inclusions - crystal cells. In larval stages posterior lobes contains only 
prohemocytes [59]. 
1.4. Transcription factors controlling hemocyte differentiation 
Compared to the knowledge about genes that play roles in the hematopoiesis of 
mammals [70], little is known about the genetic control of the hemocyte lineage 
differentiation, proliferation and cell fate determination in Drosophila. Over the past years 
evidence has emerged demonstrating, that cross antagonism of lineage-specific transcription 
factors plays an important role in determining cell phenotype in the hematopoiesis of 
Drosophila [67] and hematopoietic cell differentiation can be also mapped on the basis of the 
patterns of transcription factor expression in each lineage [71]. The transcription factors 
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functions during hematopoiesis to promote progenitor cell development and regulate lineage 
commitment and differentiation. The same type of transcription factors controls vertebrate 
and invertebrate hematopoiesis. The transcription factors with known function in the 
hematopoiesis of Drosophila are the next: 
-Lozenge protein shares 71% identity with protein AML-1 [72], the most frequent 
target of chromosomal translocation in acute myeloid leukemia [73]; 
-Glial cell deficient/Glial cell missing is necessary for proper differentiation of glia 
cells from neuroglia progenitors [74], with homologous genes from human and mouse whose 
products that share a highly conserved N-terminal region with Drosophila GCM [75,76]. In 
Drosophila Glide/Gem is also expressed and hemocytes [74,77,78] and together with its 
homologue Glide2 [79,80] -which has redundant functions with Glide/Gem- regulates the 
macrophage differentiation in Drosophila embryos; 
-the function of GATA transcription factors in diverse developmental contexts 
depends in part on physical interaction with cofactors of the Friend of GATA (FOG) family. 
FOG plays a curtail role in erythroid and megakaryocyte cell differentiation [81,82]. A FOG 
homologue in Drosophila named U-shaped (Ush) [71,83] acts downstream of Srp. It is 
expressed in hemocyte precursors and plasmatocytes throughout embryogenesis and larval 
development. The ultimate role of the ush is to limit crystal cell production so it is not needed 
for plasmatocyte specification and migration. A presumptive model suggested that Ush and 
Lz functions antagonistically during crystal cell lineage commitment [83]; 
-in vertebrates, transcription factors members of the GATA zinc-finger family [84] 
have a conserved function in differentiation and organ development. GATA-1, -2 and -3 are 
required for different aspects of hematopoiesis. GATA-1 [85-87] is necessary for erythroid 
and megakaryocyte maturation, GATA-2 [88,89] for definitive hematopoieis and GATA-3 
[90] for T cell development. Lebestky et al. [67] characterized hemocyte sub-populations and 
differentiation lineages with the help of these transcription factors. Lozenge (lz) is necessary 
for the development of crystal cells while transcription factor Glial cell deficient/Glial cell 
missing (Glide/Gem) [74,91], together with its homologue Glide2 [79,80], two evolutionary 
conserved proteins, are required for the development of plasmatocytes. The expression of the 
GATA homolog Serpent [13,92-94], that is upstream from Glide/Gem, Glide2 and Lozenge, 
is needed for lz, glide/gem and glide2 expression in flies. Misexpression of Glide/Gem in 
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crystal cells can change their fait to that of the plasmatocyte lineage. However lz expression 
did not change, nor did the number of crystal cells increase in glide/gem loss-of-function 
mutants [67]. 
It is well demonstrated that Srp is expressed in both embryonic and larval hemocytes, 
but the expression of the glide/gem, glide2, lz and ush is proven in the embryo but the 
expression in the larva and adult is still unclear. 
1.5. The Drosophila Ras oncogene 
The ras genes encode highly conserved GTP-binding proteins that regulate cell 
growth, proliferation, and differentiation in almost all multicellular eukaryotes [95]. In 
addition, ras genes have been the subjects of intensive research because they are mutated in 
almost 30% of human cancers [96]. Many of the oncogenic mutations lock Ras in the 
activated state, leading to the constitutive activation of downstream effector pathways. The 
mechanisms by which Ras activation leads to increased cell proliferation and impaired 
differentiation, as is observed in many cancers, have still not been fully elucidated. 
In Drosophila, Ras oncogene at 85D (Ras85D, also known as Rasl and hereafter 
referred to as Ras) appears to be the ortholog of H-ras, Ki-ras, and N-ras found in mammals 
[97]. Ras oncogene at 64B (Ras64B, also known as Ras2) is the Drosophila counterpart of 
mammalian R-ras. 
Previous studies of Ras-mediated signalling pathways in Drosophila indicate that the 
properties of the activated Ras in the fruitfly differs from mammalian Ras mutations where 
Ras appear to sustain continued growth and proloferation [98]. The hematopoietic system of 
Drosophila can be utilized to study the proliferative effects of Ras and other oncogenes. 
Drosophila hemocytes appear to be capable of sustained cell proliferation, as a number of 
mutations can lead to the increased numbers of circulating larval hemocytes [12]. 
1.6. Regulation and specification of Drosophila hematopoietic lineages 
The lineage specification, proliferation and differentiation of hemocytes are tightly 
controlled. Genes implicated in these processes are the following: the Janus kinase 
(JAK)/signal transducer and activator (STAT) [99-102] that regulates hemocyte 
development; Toll/Cactus signal transduction pathways [103,104] that plays role in 
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regulating hemocyte proliferation and hemocyte density in the larva; Notch signaling 
pathway that play role in the differentiation of crystal cells under noimmune-, and 
lamellocytes under immune conditions [68,105]; mxc that controls the larval plasmatocyte 
lineage proliferation and differentiation in lymph glands and circulating hemocytes [106]. 
In Drosophila embryos homologue for the mammalian vascular endothelial growth 
factor (VEGF) receptor is expressed in hemocytes and it functions in controling the 
migration of hemocytes [107,108]. The Drosophila homologue of the mammalian receptor 
for platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF)/vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is 
expressed on the surface of the larval prohemocytes and plasmatocytes [109], This receptor 
controls hemocytes proliferation in vitro. Dramatic increase in the circulating hemocytes can 
be observed when one of its putative ligands, PVF2 is overexpressed in vivo [109]. 
Numerous scenarios have been proposed for the lineage relationships among different 
hemocyte types. Based upon morphological criteria hemocytes are classified into two 
differentiation lineages (Figure 1.), namely the plasmatocyte-lamellocyte- and the crystal 
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Figure 1. Biology of the Drosophila blood cell system and 
immune response (Perrimon et al. (1998), Cell 92(6), 697-700 
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cell-lineage [60,102], In this model the podocytes and lamellocytes develops directly from 
the plasmatocytes.current model of Drosophila hematopoiesis proposes a genetic hierarchy 
with Srp - that is expressed in hematopoietic stem cells- acting upstream of Glide/Gem, its 
homologue Glide2, Lz and Ush. Glide/Gem together with Glide2 and Lz are required for 
plasmatocyte and crystal cell lineage development, respectively [67] (Figure 2.). In addition 
Ush functions to limit crystal cell lineage commitment [83]. Misexpression of Glide/Gem in 
crystal cells cause transformation of these cells into plasmatocytes based upon changes in 
morphology and expression of the plasmatocyte-specific receptor Croquemort [62], 
However, expression of Lz in plasmatocytes does not convert them into crystal cells. A small 
population of Lz-expressing precursor cells appear to develop into plasmatocytes instead of 
crystal cells. Upon maturation these plasmatocytes no longer express Lz but do express 
Glide/Gem. The exact fate of these cells is still unclear: whether they represent a 
plasmatocyte sub-population, or form a new hemocyte lineage. This theory also suggests a 
two-lineage differentiation model where the lamellocytes develop from the plasmatocytes, 
and the crystal cells form a separate lineage. 
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I.7. Aim of the study 
Great progress has been made over the past several years in identifying antimicrobial 
peptides and the signalling pathways that regulate their synthesis; there has been progress in 
understanding the genetic control of blood cell differentiation as well [67], but still much less 
is known about the cellular defence responses mediated by hemocytes and about the genetic 
and molecular mechanisms controlling the developmental migrations of hemocytes. 
Until recently a very few hemocyte-specific molecules were identified in Drosophila. 
However a hierarchy of molecular markers whose overlapping expression patterns subdivide 
and specify various cell lineages could characterize hematopoiesis. Understanding the 
development and function of hemocyte subsets would be further facilitated by availability of 
method for separation of subsets of hemocytes in sufficient amount, purity and viability. 
We believe that the identified molecules specifically expressed on hemocytes could 
help us in understanding the molecular level of the hemocyte functions; these molecules 
could be used as molecular markers for definition of the main differentiation lineages; could 
be used to define relationships between various hematopoietic cells and might be exploited as 
markers for characterization of different stages of Drosophila hemocyte development. This 
kind of analysis could highlight familial relationships between cell lineages that might be 
overlooked if the terminally differentiated phenotypes and the expression of different 
transcriptional factors are used as the exclusive basis of comparison as it is proposed that 
morphologically similar hemocytes may have different patters of gene expression. 
The conservation of immune responses and mechanisms controlling these processes, 
coupled with resources available for genetic analysis validates Drosophila as an important 
system for the study of innate immunity. Finally, genetic and molecular analyses could help 
in checking up the interactions between different immune cells, and could help in 
understanding the molecular evolution of the innate system. 
II. Materials and methods 
II.1. Chemicals and reagents 
AEC stock solution -1% 3-amino-9-ethyl-carbazole (Sigma) in DMF 
Acetate buffer - 0.2 M Na-acetate, pH 4.6 
BBS - PBS containing 0.1 % BSA 
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Phosphate buffered-saline (PBS) - 0.13 M NaCl, 7 mM Na2HP04, 3 mM Na2HP04, 
pH 7.4 
PBT - lxPBS containing 0.1% Triton-X-100 
Ringer solution - 7.5g NaCl, 0.35g KC1, 0.21g CaCl2„ 1000ml dW, pH 7.0 
0.15M NaCl solutions 
CrCl3 x 6H2O (B.D.H. Chemicals Ltd., England) 
Shields and Sang M3 insect medium (Sigma-Aldrich) 
Stabilized glutamin (200 mM) (Pansystems, Aidenbach) 
Heat-inactivated fetal calf serum (FCS; Gibco) 
Ficoll-hypaque solution, r=l .077 (Pharmacia) 
Sodium azide (Sigma) 
Alsever's solution (24.6g glucose, 9.6g sodium citrate, 5.04g sodium chloride 
dissolved in 1200 ml of distilled water and the pH adjusted to 6.1 with citric acid) 
Rabbit anti-Mouse Immunoglobulin (DAKO, Copenhagen) dialyzed against 0.9% 
NaCl solution and adjusted to 1 mgml 
Anti-phospho-Histone H3 (PhHH3) antibody produced in rabbit (Upstate 
Biotechnology, Lake Placid) 
T2/48 antibody directed against the CD45 human leukocyte antigen [110] as a 
negative control, 0.5 mgmf^in 0.15 M NaCl solution 
Goat anti-Mouse Immunoglobulin, FITC conjugate (DAKO, Copenhagen) 
Goat anti-Mouse Immunoglobulin, biotin conjugate (DAKO, Copenhagen) 
Goat anti-Rabbit Immunoglobulin, FITC conjugate (DAKO, Copenhagen) 
Peroxidase conjugated streptavidine (DAKO, Copenhagen) 
HRPO-conjugated anti-Mouse antibody (DAKO, Copenhagen) 
Fluorolink Cy3 labelled streptavidine (Amersham Pharmacia) 
4\6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Sigma-Aldrich) 
II.2. Drosophila melanogaster stocks 
Flies were kept on standard Drosophila medium at 25°C. We used Oregon-R as a 
wild-type stock. The l(3)mbn-l stock is an EMS induced tumour suppressor mutant with 
proliferating tumorous hemocytes in the circulation [111]. A bipartite expression system 
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based on the yeast GAL4 transcription factor and its target sequences (Upstream Activating 
Sequences or UAS) provide the opportunity to express transgenes in a spatially restricted 
mode [112]. To overexpress constructs in hemocytes, transgenic flies carrying the target 
genes under the control of GAL4 responsive elements (UAS) were crossed to transgenic flies 
carrying the CgGAL4 [18]. With the help of this system we overexpressed the Ras™1 and 
RasV12 oncogenes in tissue specific manner. The hemocytes in the larval progeny that 
specifically carried either UAS-Raswt/CgGAL4 or UAS-Rasvl2/CgGAL4 were analysed. 
Larvae expressing Raswt are hereafter referred to as Ras-wt and larvae expressing RasV12 are 
referred to as Ras-act. 
11.3. Hybridoma production 
Mouse monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) to cell surface and intracellular antigens of 
different hemocyte subsets of Drosophila were produced in our laboratory and are described 
in [20,113,114 and Kurucz, E., Vilmos, P., Nagy, I., Cartoon, Y., Ocsovszki, I., Hultmark, 
D., Gateff, E. and Ando, I. manuscript in preparation]. 
11.4. Immunglobulin purification and conjugation of the antibodies 
A Protein-G Sepharose column (Pharmacia) was used to purify the immunglobulin 
fraction from the hybridoma supernatants, according to the manufacturer's instructions. The 
purified antibodies were conjugated with FITC or biotin. 
11.5. Isolation of circulating larval hemocytes 
The larval hemolymph from wandering third instars of the appropriate genotype was 
collected after careful piercing the larvae by a sharp tungsten wire and the hemolymph was 
rinsed in Drosophila Ringer solution. The samples were used for immunostaining, functional 
experiments and microarray analysis. 
11.6. Rosetting 
II.6.1. Sensitization of sheep erythrocytes 
To prepare a stock suspension of anti-mouse Ig-sensitized SRBC a 300 pi aliquot of 
packed SRBC was washed four times with 0.9% NaCl (w/v) solution. After addition of 0.15 
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mg rabbit anti-mouse lg in 150 pl the sample was mixed and 150 pl of 0.1% CrCl3 solution 
was added drop by drop while constant shaking. The suspension was gently layered under 2 
ml of ice-cold 0.9% NaCl solution. After incubation overnight at 4°C the reaction was 
stopped by 5.0 ml PBS. The cells were then washed four times with PBS and resuspended in 
I.5 ml of PBS containing 10% FCS. For each coupling 0.1 mg of anti-hemocyte monoclonal 
antibody was added to 200 pi of SRBC suspension and incubated on ice for one hour. 
Finally, the sensitized SRBCs were washed four times with PBS and resuspended in 400 pi 
PBS containing 10% FCS and 0.1% NaN3. The sensitised SRBC are stable for 10 days at 
4°C. 
II.6.2. Formation of rosettes and separation 
The rosetting and separation were carried out at 4°C in CSSM3. For each resetting 
reaction, twenty 3rd instars larvae were dissected, hemocytes collected in 200 pl CSSM3, 
washed once, resuspended in 200 pi of CSSM3 and counted. The sensitised SRBCs were 
washed tree times in CSSM3, counted and added at a hemocyte:erythrocyte ratio of 1:100. 
Samples were incubated in flat-bottomed, 96 well tissue culture plates on ice for 90 minutes. 
After incubation 2 ml of ice-cold CSSM3 was added the cells were resuspended and layered 
on the top of 2 ml of Ficoll solution in a 10 ml glass test tube. The sample was spun with 
500g for 30 minutes. The non-resetting cells (negative population) were harvested from the 
interface, while the rosettes (the hemocytes covered by sensitised SRBC, the positive 
population) were collected from the bottom of the tube as the pellet. The volume of both 
samples was adjusted to 2 ml each, and centrifuged with 350g for 10 minutes. The pelleted 
cells of the rosetting fraction were exposed to a hypotonic shock of 200 pi of dW for one 
second and immediately 5 ml of complete CSSM3 was added to re-adjust ionic strength and 
osmolality. Both the rosetting and the non-rosetting hemocytes were washed once with 
CSSM3 and used. 
II.7. Immunocytochemistry 
All the steps were carried out on room temperature (20°C). A total of 30 pi of 
hemocyte suspension in Drosophila Ringer solution containing phenil-thiourea (PTU), 0.1% 
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BSA and 5mM EDTA was placed in each spot of a multispot microscope slide (SM-011, 
Hendley-Essex, Loughton, U.K.). The hemocytes were allowed to adhere for 45 min at room 
temperature and then fixed in acetone for 6 min and air-dried. The samples were then 
rehydrated and blocked in PBS containing 0.1% BSA for 20 minutes. Samples were 
incubated with the primary antibody (hybridoma supernatant or purified immunglobulins) for 
1 h, washed three times with PBS for 5 min each, and incubated with biotinilated goat anti-
mouse immunglobulins for 45 minutes. After three washes with PBS, 5 minutes each, the 
samples were incubated with peroxidase-conjugated streptavidine for 45 minutes. The slides 
were washed three times with PBS and three times with acetate-buffer (pH 4.6), three 
minutes each. The bound antibody was visualized with 0.5% 3-amino-9-ethyl-carbazole 
(AEC) as a chromogen, diluted in acetate-buffer containing 0.003% H2O2. The reaction was 
stopped by three washes with distilled water, 5 minutes each. The samples were and 
analysed. 
11.8. Staining of whole larvae 
Late 3rd instar larvae were dissected on room temperature in PBS and fixed in PBS 
containing 2% paraformaldehyde for 20 minutes. Samples were rehydrated and blocked in 
PBS containing 0.1% BSA for 20 minutes. Prepared samples were placed one by one in a 96-
well U-form multiwell plate and incubated overnight on +4°C with hybridoma supernatant 
containing 0.1% Triton-X. The following steps were carried out on room temperature. The 
samples were washed three times with PBT, 10 minutes each and incubated with biotinilated 
goat anti-mouse immunglobulins (1:500 in PBT). After one hour the samples were washed as 
before and incubated with peroxidase-streptavidine (1:300 in PBT) for one hour followed by 
3 washes with PBT and three washes with acetate buffer, three minutes each. The reaction 
was visualized as described in II. 7. The samples were placed on microscope slides covered 
and analysed. 
11.9. Fluorescens stainings 
II.9.1. Staining the hemocytes using FITC labeled antibodies 
Hemocytes were isolated and treated as described in II. 7. After saturation the samples 
were incubated for 45 minutes with the optimal dilution of the FITC labeled anti-hemocyte 
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antibodies and with DAPI (1:300 in BBS) to visualize nuclei's of hemocytes. After 3 washes 
in PBS, 5 minute each the slides were covered and analysed. 
II.9.2. Staining the hemocytes using biotin labeled antibodies 
Hemocytes were isolated and treated as described in II. 7. After saturation the samples 
were incubated with the optimal dilution of the biotin-labeled purified anti-hemocyte 
antibodies for 45 minutes, followed by three washes in PBS, 5 minutes each. Cy3-
streptavidine (1:3000 in BBS) and DAPI (1:300 in BBS) were added to the samples for 45 
minutes. After washing steps the samples were covered and analysed as described. 
11.10. Functional tests 
11.10.1. Phagocytosis 
Phagocytosis of the FITC-labeled E.coli bacteria by hemocytes was recorded, as 
follows. Bacteria were heat-killed and labeled with FITC [115]. Hemocytes were seeded in 
25 pi medium on the sports of multivell microscopic slides, and 2 pi of 10% FITC-labeled 
bacterium suspension was added immediately. Bacteria were added in saturated amounts, so 
that all the hemocytes capable of phagocytosis took up bacteria. Following a 15-minute 
incubation of hemocytes with FITC-labeled bacteria in a humid chamber at room temperature 
the hemocytes were washed free of bound bacteria and fixed with acetone. In some 
experiments the phagocytic capacity of the hemocytes was correlated with their 
immunological phenotype. For this purpose the hemocytes were saturated with BBS and 
reacted with hybridoma supernatants recognizing PI and/or LI antigen expression. After 3 
washes with PBS, the cells were incubated for 45 minutes with 1:500 dilution of biotin 
labeled goat anti-mouse immunoglobulins as secondary antibody. Following 3 washes in 
PBS, cells were incubated for 45 minutes with 1: 3000 dilution of Cy3 labeled streptavidine, 
and 1:300 dilution of DAPI. After 3 washes in PBS the slides were covered and analysed. 
11.10.2. Mitosis 
Mitotic cells were visualized by immunostaining for phospho-Histone H3 (PhHH3) 
[116], using a rabbit anti-PhHH3 antibody (1:100 in BBS) following 3 washes with PBS, 5 
minutes each. The samples were then incubated with a FITC labeled goat anti-rabbit 
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immunoglobulin (1:100 in BBS) and DAPI (1:300 in BBS). After washing steps the slides 
were covered and analysed. 
II.10.3. Encapsulation 
One-week-old females of the parasitic wasp, Leptopilina boulardi strain G486 were 
used to infest 2nd instars larvae. Fifty larvae were exposed to five Leptopilina females and 
kept at 18°C overnight. The wasp females were than removed, and three days after 
infestation, the phenotype of the hemocytes was determined using anti-hemocyte antibodies. 
11.11. Injection of hemocytes into adult flies 
The hemolymph of third instars larvae was collected in ice-cold Drosophila Ringer 
solution and the hemocyte concentration was determined in Burker chamber. Wild type, adult 
virgin females were anaesthetized with diethyl-ether. Cell suspensions with the appropriate 
hemocyte concentrations or control buffer were injected into the abdomen of adult flies using 
a thin glass needle. The flies were transferred to fresh food, and the number of surviving flies 
were determined daily. For each genotype, the experiment was repeated at least three times 
and a total of 50-139 wild type adult flies were injected with hemocytes. In each experiment 
at least 50 adult flies were injected with the control buffer. To retrieve the hemocytes from 
the injected adults, the flies were anaesthetized and perfused with ice-cold Drosophila Ringer 
solution. Cells were collected on a glass slide, stained and analysed as described above. 
11.12. Image processing 
The samples were analyzed with AxioVision 2.0.5. (Axioscope MOT2, Zeiss) 
microscope, using either Nomarski optics or epifluorescent illumination. Images were 
recorded with an AxioCam camera and AxioVision 3.1 software. 
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III. Results 
III.1. Separation of the hemocytes 
III.1.1. Rosette forming specificity of the antigens 
For the separation of hemocytes we applied antibodies that react with the extracellular 
epitope of the transmembrane proteins. For this purpose three antibodies were used. 
Antibody that identifies H2 - an antigen that is expressed on all hemocyte sub-populations of 
circulating hemocytes was used as a positive control. Also two discriminative antibodies that 
are directed against antigens that mark two different hemocyte subpopulations were applied. 
These subpopulations are easily distinguishable from each another even by morphological 
criteria. One of the antibodies recognizes antigen PI a molecular marker that is expressed 
exclusively on plasmatocytes and proplasmatocytes. The other one is the antibody directed to 
the antigen LI, which is specific for lamellocytes - big, flattened fully matured cells and 
their direct precursors that are little round cells of plasmatocyte morphology. As antibody 
T2/48 is directed against the CD45 human leukocyte antigen it was used as the negative 
control. 
Rosettes were formed around the small, round plasmatocytes by the Pl-SRBC and 
after gradient centrifugation the rosette forming plasmatocytes were recovered from the 
pellet. The non-rosetting cells - the lamellocytes, small round cells having crystalline 
inclusions and small round cells without crystals - were recovered from the interface. The 
rosette formation of the Ll-SRBC was restricted to the large flattened lamellocytes and a few 
small round cells with plasmatocyte morphology and these cells can be recovered from the 
pellet, while hemocytes with plasmatocyte morphology and cells with crystals in their 
cytoplasm were collected from the interface. In the positive control H2-SRBC forms rosettes 
around all hemocytes and rosettes can be recovered exclusively from the pellet, while using 
the negative control T2/48 antibody for sensitisation of the SRBC, the plasmatocytes, 
lamellocytes and cells containing crystalline inclusions were recovered from the non-
rosetting fraction from the interface. There were no hemocytes in the pellet. 
These results indicate that the rosette formation of the antibodies is restricted to their 
sub-population specificity: H2-SRBC reacted with all hemocytes sub-populations while the 
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discriminative Pl-SRBC and Ll-SRBC reacted with plasmatocytes and lamellocytes, 
respectively. Neither Pl-SRBC nor Ll-SRBC formed rosettes with cells containing crystals. 
III.1.2. Molecular characterization of separated subsets 
The immunological phenotype of hemocytes in each separated subset was determined 
by immunohistochemistry and indirect immunofluorescence. Antibodies mentioned above 
and antibody that recognizes antigen CI (Dr. Tina Trenczek, unpublished data) - specific for 
crystal cells and their precursors were used to determine the precise localization of the given 
sub-populations within the separated fractions. 
All recovered cells, regardless of their origin, reacted with the pan-hemocyte H2 
antibody. After separation with Ll-SRBC the majority of the rosette-forming cells were 
reacting with the LI antibody (82,9±9,0%). This population comprised of cells with 
lamellocyte morphology and a minor population of small, round cells with plasmatocyte 
morphology; the former being the terminally differentiated large lamellocytes while the latter 
may be their precursors. In the Ll-positive population few Pl-positive small round cells were 
also detected (13,2±5,8%) but no hemocytes expressing the crystal cell specific antigen was 
observed. In the fraction of non-rosetting hemocytes Pl-positive round cells (90,3±6,4%) as 
well as hemocytes lacking the PI marker were detected (data not shown). The latter 
population is composed of the crystal cells determined by the expression of CI antigen and 
of a hemocyte subpopulation that lack the expression of all the three sub-population specific 
antigens. 
After rosette formation with Pl-SRBC the rosette forming hemocytes were small 
round cells with plasmatocyte morphology and 95,7±3,6% of them stained with the PI 
antibody (Figure 3.). A small portion (2,8±1,6%, Figure 3.) of LI positive cells was also 
detected within this fraction. As Ll+ fraction this fraction also lack crystal cells. In the non-
rosetting fraction, hemocytes with lamellocyte, crystal cell and plasmatocyte morphology 
were found (Figure 3.). The lamellocytes and a minor population of small round cells, the 
presumed lamellocyte precursors reacted with the LI antibody (78,6±8,1%). We also 
detected a minor subset, which expressed neither the PI, nor the LI marker these cells 
represent the crystal cells expressing CI (data not shown) and a sub-population, lacking the 
PI, LI and the CI antigens. 
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Figure 3. Indirect immunfluorescense staining of the recovered hemocyte fractions 
after separation with the Pl-SRBC. Magnification 20X. (a) Merged pictures of the non-
rosetting fraction stained for the expression of the lamellocyte-specific LI marker visualised 
by the FITC fluorochrome (green) and DAPI staining (blue), (b) Nomarski image of the same 
population. White arrows point to contaminating LI- hemocytes. (c) Merged picture of the 
resetting hemocytes which were analyzed for the expression of the plasmatocyte-specific PI 
marker visualized by FITC fluorochrome (green) and DAPI staining (blue), (d) Nomarski 
image of the same population. White arrow points to a contaminating PI - cell. 
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These data show that the immunological phenotype of the cells separated with the 
mAbs corresponds to the phenotype of the main hemocyte subsets in Drosophila. The 
recovery exceeded 90% in each group. 
111.1.3. Double staining 
To elucidate the relationship between the plasmatocytes and lamellocytes we have 
performed double staining experiments on the hemocytes of the separated fractions of both 
PI and LI separations and also on circulating hemocytes of the l(3)mbn-l stock as the 
control. Using simultaneously the PI and LI antigens visualised with two different 
fluorochromes we were able to identify two new sub-populations, that we named double 
negative (P1"L1") and double positive (P1+L1+) pools. The sub-population of the double 
negatives is considered as the immature precursor pool as they lack the expression of the sub-
population specific antigens and also lack crystalline inclusions. This subpopulation is 
present in the non-rosetting fraction of both separations. Both of the resetting fractions 
contain the double positives. These cells expresses both plasmatocyte and lamellocyte 
specific antigens. This pool of double positives contains less then 3% of the circulating 
hemocytes of the l(3)mbn-l mutant. 
These data indicate that additional pools of hemocytes are present in the circulation of 
l(3)mbn-l mutant larvae lacking or expressing both of the sub-population specific antigens. 
111.1.4. Functional characterization of the separated subsets 
We next determined whether the separated subsets were capable of performing 
functions that they possess before separation. For this purpose we compared the functional 
activities of the hemocytes before and the activities of sub-populations after the separation. 
First we tested the functional activity of the hemocytes in an in vitro phagocytosis assay, 
where hemocytes were examined for their ability to engulf FITC-labeled E.coli. In the 
control pool - isolated 3rd stage larval hemocytes before separation - a sub-population of 
hemocytes expressing the PI antigen, and hemocytes lacking PI and LI antigens engulfed 
bacteria, while hemocytes expressing LI antigen doesn't take up any particle. When 
analysing the separated fractions we concluded that hemocytes from the PI resetting fraction 
expressing PI antigen engulfed bacteria (Figure 4a,b.). In the PI" fraction hemocytes 
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expressing LI antigen lack phagocytosis while a 1-3% of the cells lacking the expression of 
LI engulfed bacteria particles. Only a small proportion of the LI resetting hemocytes 
phagocytosed. All of the hemocytes showing phagocytic activity of this fraction expressed 
the PI antigen. The majority of hemocytes from the LI non-rosetting cells expressed the PI 
antigen and engulfed bacteria. We could never observe a hemocyte - regardless of its origin -
having crystalline inclusion that phagocytosed E.coli. 
Figure 4. Phagocytosis and mitotic activity of the separated hemocytes. (a,b) All hemocytes 
in the PI-positive fraction show phagocytic activity; (c,d) hemocyte in mitosis expressing the 
PI antigen from the PI-positive fraction. 40X Magnification, (a) Hemocytes from the pellet 
of Pl-SRBC separation express the PI antigen (visualized with Cy3 fluorochrome) and they 
take up FITC labelled E.coli. (b) Phase-contrast image of the hemocytes represented on (a), 
(c) Hemocytes from the pellet of Pl-SRBC separation showing mitotic activity (detected 
with the aPhHH3 and visualized with FITC express the PI antigen, (d) Nomarski image of 
hemocytes represented on (c). 
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Second, the mitotic activity of the hemocytes was tested using the anti-PhHH3 
antibody, a marker that stains chromosomes in cells undergoing mitosis. Cell proliferation 
was detected in the control pool and also hemocytes of the PI resetting and the LI and the PI 
non-resetting fractions showed mitotic activity suggesting that there is a dividing pool in the 
Pl+, PI" and in the LI" fractions. When we analysed the antigen expression of the dividing 
pools we observed that only hemocyte expressing PI antigen (Figure 4c,d.) and cells lacking 
both PI and LI antigens showed mitotic activity. This in a good agreement with results 
observed from the control pool where hemocytes expressing LI antigen and cells containing 
crystalline inclusions lack mitotic activity. 
These data show that the separated subsets of Drosophila hemocytes retain their 
functions that they disposed before separation. 
III.2. Overproliferation of hemocytes caused by activation of Ras 
Ras has been implicated in regulating cell proliferation and differentiation in many 
organisms. To examine the effects of increasing Ras activity in hemocytes, we expressed the 
activated form of Ras oncogene, RasV12 in hemocyte specific manner, using the CgGal4 
driver. In this driver the GAL4 is expressed in all embryonic and larval hemocyes. 
III.2.1. Expression of hemocyte-specific antigens by cells of the hematopoietic lineage of 
the Ras-act mutant 
Late third instars of Ras-act display a dramatic 40-fold increase in the number of 
circulating hemocytes. To determine the antigen expression profile of the hemocytes we 
stained the cells for the expression of the panhemocyte and sub-population specific antigens. 
All of the circulating hemocytes as well as hemocytes of the lymph gland express the H2 
marker (Figure 5., Table 1.). By morphological criteria the majority (>95%) of the circulating 
hemocytes are of plasmatocyte morphology. These cells however lack the expression of the 
plasmatocyte specific PI antigen (Figure 5., Table 1.). As the expression profile of these 
hemocytes is H2+Pl"LrCr we speculate that these cells represent the multipotent progenitor 
cell population. Lamellocytes expressing the LI antigens are always present in the circulation 
(Figure 5., Table 1.) and the number of these cells is higher (3%) than those in the wild type. 
Both little, round and big, flattened Ll+ hemocytes are detectable. By morphological criteria 
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we could not observe a significant increase in the number of cells containing crystalline 
inclusions (~1%). However these cells contain much more crystals compared to wild type. 
When stained with the CI marker (Figure 6., Table 1.) a significant increase in the CI 
expressing cells is detectable compared to wild type. As the antigen CI is present on the 
hemocytes containing crystalline inclusions in their cytoplasm as well on the proposed 
precursors of the crystal cells that are round cells lacking crystals we suggest that this change 
in number of CC cells is due to the increased number of procrystal cells in the mutant. 
Figure 5. Immunostaining of the Ras-act circulating hemocytes. Magnification 40X. (a) All 
hemocytes express the pan-hemocyte antigen H2. (b) Hemocytes lack the plasmatocyte-specific 
PI expression. Hemocytes expressing lamellocyte-specific (c) and crystal cell-specific CI (d) 
antigens. 
OA 
Antigens Stem cells Phagocvtes Lamellocvtes Crvstal cells 
H2 + + + + 
PI _ 
LI + 
CI + 
Table 1. Hemocyte sub-populations of the Ras-act mutant determined on the 
basis of the expression of hemocvte-snecific antieens. 
These data indicates that the circulating hemocytes of the Ras-act mutant differ from 
their wild type counterparts in their antigen expression. 
III.2.2. Mitotic activity of the Ras-act mutant cells 
We next examined whether the large increase in Ras-act larval hemocyte numbers is 
due to an increased proliferation of hemocytes. We obtained two lines of evidence that 
suggest that the mutant cells do indeed overproliferate (see also III.2.3.). First, to ascertain if 
cell division is involved in the proliferation of the hemocytes of Ras-act mutant, circulating 
larval hemocytes were adhered to multispot slides, fixed and stained simultaneously with 
anti-PhHH3 and sub-population specific antigens. In a control experiment circulating larval 
hemocytes from wild type and l(3)mbn-l mutant were analysed under same conditions, and 
the results were compared. 
Qregon-R l(3)mbn-l Ras-act 
Dividing cells1 0.32%(±0.49) 1.10%(±0.82) 3.93%(±1.27) 
Stem cells and precursors + + + 
Plasmatocytes + + -2 
Lamellocytes - -
Crystal cells + + + 
1 Number of hemocytes showing mitotic activity at any given time 
No plasmatocyte specific antigen expressing hemocytes 
Table 2. Mitotic activity of the hemocyte subsets defined by the molecular markers. 
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We found that only a small proportion of hemocytes of the wild type undergo mitosis 
at any given time and the division is restricted to P l 'L lC l" , P l L L C l " and to the P l ' L l C l 
populations of circulating hemocytes (Table 2.). Although the subpopulations undergoing 
mitosis in the l(3)mbn-l mutant correspond to those of the wild type a larger proportion of 
the circulating hemocytes stained with anti-PhHH3 is detectable (Table 2.). In the Ras-act 
mutant the proportion of mitotically active hemocytes is even higher (Table 2.), indicating 
that Ras-act hemocytes actively divide while in circulation. 
Following expression of LI antigen, Ll+ cells do not divide. As little round 
lamellocytes already lack mitotic activity the terminal differentiation from round cells to 
large, flattened cells does not require cell division. Cells, carrying CI marker diffusely 
distributed in the cytoplasm lacking crystalline inclusions divide in the circulation. Cells 
expressing CI antigen and having crystalline inclusions don't divide. 
These results suggest that the mutant hemocytes actively proliferate in the circulation 
of the mutant larvae and also that immature precursor cells, plasmatocytes and crystal cell 
precursors are hemocytes with susceptible mitotic activity. 
III.2.3. The Ras-act larval hemocytes kill transplanted hosts 
As Ras-act hemocytes actively divide in the circulation, we cultured the Ras-act 
hemocytes in the abdomen of wild type adult flies. Previous studies have shown that cells 
from tumorous lymph glands can be serially passaged in the abdomen of adult flies [117]. 
Following injection with Ras-act hemocytes, the abdomen of the injected flies becomes 
enlarged, and 64% of the injected flies died within 3 days (Figure 6.). These changes are 
associated with the overproliferation of cells within the host [117]. A similar result was 
obtained when hemocytes from l(3)mbn-l mutant larvae were injected into the abdomen of 
adult flies (Figure 6.). In control animals injected with the same number of wild-type 
hemocytes, only 24% of the host animals died and the abdomen of the injected flies showed 
no change in size (Figure 6.). In control animals injected with the injection buffer, only 10% 
of the host animals died (Figure 6.). The Ras-act hemocytes can be repeatedly passaged in the 
abdomen of adult flies, and during this process they retain their original size and morphology 
and continue to express the pan-hemocyte marker H2. 
These results suggest that the mutant hemocytes injected in the abdomen of adult flies 
cause the death of the host animal. 
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Figure 7. Injection of hemocytes into wild type adult females reduces survival. 
Survival curves of female flies injected with either control buffer or 1000 hemocytes 
each from Ore-R, RasV12 or l(3)mbn-l lervae. A total of 50, 131 or 139 wild-type 
female flies were injected with hemocytes from Ore-R, Rasv12 or l(3)mbn-l, 
respectively. At least 200 wild-type flies were injected with the control buffer. 
Hemocytes foml(3)mbn-l or RasV12 larvae reduce the survival of wild-type hosts 
compared to buffer or hemocytes from Qre-R larvae. 
III.2.4. Functions of hemocyte subsets of Ras-act mutant 
Oregon-R larval hemocytes were used as a control in determination of the ability of 
Ras-act mutant hemocytes to phagocytose bacteria and to mount an efficient cellular immune 
reaction to the eggs of the parasitic wasp Leptopilina boulardi. Simultaneously the 
phagocytic capacity of the l(3)mbn-l mutant hemocytes was verified. 
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111.2.4.1. Reactions to bacteria 
To test the reaction of hemocytes to bacteria in vitro, hemocytes were collected from 
intact larvae on slides and their capability of phagocytosing was tested using FITC-labeled 
bacteria. The antigen expression of the hemocytes was also determined. The number of cells 
showing green fluorescence (actively phagocytosing hemocytes), the number of 
phagocytosed bacteria per cell and cells showing red fluorescence (hemocytes expressing the 
given antigen) were counted. 
We have found out that circulating hemocytes of the wild type and l(3)mbn-l mutant 
expressing PI antigen actively phagocytose while those expressing LI, including small, 
round cells of plasmatocyte morphology, don't take up bacteria. LI expressing hemocytes of 
the Ras-act mutants also lack phagocytic activity. With simultaneous use of the PI and LI 
antigen we concluded that some little round cells of the Pl'Ll" population also take up 
bacteria although in a less proficient manner. These cells lack crystalline inclusions. To 
compare the phagocytic ability of different sub-populations we determined the phagocytic 
capacity and antigen expression of the individual cells. As the activated Ras cause a dramatic 
increase of the Pl'Ll" circulating hemocytes (see HI.2.1.) first we determined the phagocytic 
capacity of the immature precursors. These cells phagocytose less than 5 particles. In wild 
type and in the hemocyte-overproducing mutant the P1+L1" cells took up >10 particles, while 
the phagocytic activity of the Pl'Ll" was significantly lower (<5 particles) - similar to that in 
the Ras-act mutant. We could never observe crystal cells that take up bacteria. 
These data show that the phagocytic capacity and the molecular phenotype of the 
hemocytes are in correlation, and that the Ras-act hemocytes are capable of phagocytosing 
bacteria, but are slightly less proficient than wild-type hemocytes. 
111.4.2.2. Reactions to parasites 
Second instars were infested with the parasitic wasp Leptopilina boulardi. Reactions 
to infestation such as the changes in number and immunological phenotype of hemocytes in 
the circulation were followed. When wild type larvae are immuno-challenged by the wasp L. 
boulardi, the lamellocyte differentiation is induced and the number of lamellocytes is 
increased in number. They functions in encapsulating the wasp egg. 
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Twenty-four hours after infestation the number of Ll+ cells with various 
morphological features increases in the circulation. These Ll+ cells vary from little round 
cells to large flattened lamellocytes. Two days after infestation the fraction of Ll+ hemocytes 
still increases and 72 hours after infestation it reaches a plateau. 
These data indicate that lamellocyte differentiation occurs in Ras-act larvae. 
III.4.3. Microarray analysis of Ras-expressing hemocytes 
To identify those genes whose expression correlates with oncogenic Ras-induced cell 
overproliferation, we examined expression profiles of genes using oligonucleotide 
microarrays. There is a 10-fold increase in the number of Ras-act hemocytes (192xl03/pl) 
compared with that of Ras-wt hemocytes (18x10 /pi). Therefore, a comparison of the patterns 
of gene expression between these two populations of hemocytes is likely to identify those 
genes whose expression is altered by increasing Ras activity. 
Using Affymetrix Drosophila oligonucleotide microarrays, we compared the 
expression profiles of >13,000 genes between the two populations of hemocytes. In a 
comparative analysis of Ras-act to Ras-wt hemocytes there is at least a threefold increase in 
the expression of 279 genes (for details see [20]). The expression of 76 genes is decreased 
threefold or more in Ras-act compared with that in Ras-wt (for details see [20]). 
Among the genes known to regulate hemocyte fates in Drosophila, expression of 
lozenge is increased 5.7-fold in Ras-act hemocytes. Iz expression is necessary for crystal cell 
fate specification and lz mutants lack crystal cells [67]. Although lz is induced in Ras-act 
hemocytes, we do not observe a significant increase in morphologically recognizable crystal 
cells in Ras-act larvae (see III.2.1.). However, these cells appear to express much higher 
levels of both a putative prophenoloxidase activator (128-fold) and Black cells (Be; 3.6-fold), 
which encodes monophenol oxidase. Both these enzymes are believed to function in crystal 
cells. Thus, increased Ras activity may increase the expression of a subset of crystal-cell-
specific genes. The transcription factor, serpent, is essential for the development of all 
embryonic hemocytes srp expression is increased in Ras-act hemocytes by 2-fold. The 
transcription factor, gem, has been shown to be necessary for plasmatocyte fate specification 
[74]. Expression of gem is not detected in either Ras-act or Ras-wt hemocytes. This may 
correlate with our finding that these cells do not express the plasmatocyte-specific marker, 
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Pl. However, croquemort and peroxidasin, genes that are expressed in normal plasmatocytes 
62,63] are expressed to similar levels in bothRas-wt and Ras-act hemocytes. 
These data show that lozenge and serpent expression is increased while the 
expression of gem is not detected in Ras-act hemocytes, and also that increasing Ras activity 
does not cause a general increase in the expression of genes normally associated with 
plasmatocytes. 
IV. Discussion 
Most of the insect species contains several types of blood cells that are - based on 
morphological criteria - easily distinguishable from each another. In Drosophila however 
only four types of hemocytes are distinguishable using morphological criteria [60]. 
Hemocytes of different lineages - plasmatocytes, lamellocytes, podocytes, crystal cells and 
the progenitors of these cells - must be produced continuously throughout the ontogenesis of 
the Drosophila melanogaster. We propose that the number of distinct cell types that differs 
from one another in origin or in function is much higher, ever though certain subpopulations 
resembles same morphological phenotype. How the hematopoietic system develops and the 
fate of individual blood lineages is chosen is topic of this work. 
An antibody-based resetting technique for the physical separation of Drosophila 
hemocyte-subpopulations: In order to better understand the differentiation process and 
function of different hemocyte sub-populations we have separated the circulating hemocytes 
using an antibody-based resetting technique exploiting the expression pattern of cell surface 
antigens. With this method we have been able to isolate distinct subsets of Drosophila 
hemocytes. 
After separation with the PI antigen and in the presence of growth factor/s [118] both 
of the fractions can be maintained in vitro as they both contains hemocytes that retains 
mitotic activity. The molecular phenotype of the hemocytes of the Pl+ fraction indicates that 
the majority of the hemocytes are plasmatocytes as demonstrated with PI staining. Still a 
small fraction of hemocytes also expresses the LI antigen. This is probably due to the 
contamination of the fraction with lamellocytes and also because some double positive cells 
are present as demonstrated with simultaneous staining for PI and LI antigens. Cells 
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expressing the Pl marker actively phagocytose. The lifetime of the culture is short and this is 
probably due to the lack of immature precursors that could uphold the culture. We propose 
that hemocytes committed to the plasmatocyte lineage expressing the plasmatocyte-specific 
marker are capable only for a few additional divisions, and for this reason this culture dies 
out. The PI" fraction comprises the mitotically active Pl'Ll" that phagocytose, the 
lamellocytes and crystal cells both lacking phagocytosis. Preliminary data indicates that the 
double negatives elongate the lifetime of this culture. 
Following separation with the LI antigen the lifetime of the Ll+ fraction - that is 
composed exclusively of lamellocytes lacking both mitotic activity and phagocytosis - is 
within days. As in the case of PI" fraction double negatives in the LI" fraction are able to 
maintain this culture. 
We concluded that the separated subsets retain their functionality as they phagocytose 
and show mitotic activity. The high recovery and the functional activity of the separated 
hemocytes make them suitable for molecular analysis. Cultured in vitro these sub-
populations can differentiate that makes them appropriate for further in vitro studies of 
hemocyte development. 
Ras can induce an overproliferation of functional yet abnormal hemocytes: We 
have shown that the overexpression of activated Ras in Drosophila hemocytes can induce 
hemocyte overproliferation. This one-step model of Ras-induced leukemia in Drosophila 
may thus represent a valuable system to characterize the link between increased Ras activity 
and uncontrolled cell proliferation. 
Previous studies by others have shown that activated Ras can induce growth and cell 
proliferation in Drosophila [98,119]. Expression of activated Ras in Drosophila imaginal 
discs results in disc overgrowth. Analysis of patterns of BrdU incorporation and apoptosis 
showed that some of the consequences of Ras overexpression were the result of 
nonautonomous mechanisms [119]. These nonautonomous mechanisms have not yet been 
elucidated. Expression of activated Ras in clones of cells in the wing imaginal discs showed 
that increased Ras activity results in increased cell growth (mass accumulation). Increased 
Ras activity also results in cell death in the intervein regions of the wing when cells have to 
undergo terminal differentiation [98]. In contrast, the hemocyte overproliferation that we 
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describe generates a more uniform cell population, most likely resulting from a cell-
autonomous effect of Ras in the hemocytes. Therefore, Drosophila hemocytes might 
represent a simpler system to elucidate the molecular mechanisms underlying Ras-induced 
neoplastic cell overproliferation. 
Although the number of the mutant hemocytes shows a remarkable 40 fold increase 
in the number of circulating hemocytes as the CgGAL4 driver is expressed in all embryonic 
and larval hemocytes it is unclear which hemocyte subpopulation is effected by the 
leukaemia-like overexpression of the Ras-act hemocytes. The mutant hemocytes differ from 
their wild type counterparts in their expression pattern of plasmatocyte-specific antigens as 
they completely lack the PI antigen. Since more than 95% of the hemocytes lack any of the 
hemocyte sub-population specific antigen expression we concluded that these cells represent 
the multipotent progenitor cell population. The number of both Ll+ lamellocytes and Cl+ 
crystal cells is also increased, though not in such an emphatic manner than the Pl'Ll". This 
suggests that the activation of the Ras affects these subpopulations as well. 
The circulating hemocytes of the mutant appear to be normal by functional criteria's. 
The majority of overproliferating hemocytes are capable of phagocytosis, though in reduced 
manner. Moreover lamellocyte differentiation may be induced with exposing to parasitic 
wasp infestation. The expression of the plasmatocyte markers croquemort and peroxidasin by 
these hemocytes is also normal. 
By comparing the RNA samples from Ras-act and Ras-wt hemocytes, we have been 
able to assess the transcriptional changes over the entire predicted genome that result from an 
increase in Ras activity in a specific lineage. One overall finding is that many of the genes 
that are upregulated in Ras-act cells include genes that function in cell cycle regulation and 
DNA replication. These genes include both positive and negative regulators of cell 
proliferation [20]. 
A second finding is that the circulating hemocytes of the Ras-act mutant show 
different expression patters of genes with known function in hemocyte determination. 
Lozenge, a gene known to regulate crystal cell lineage determination shows a significant 
increase in the expression; on the other hand Ras-act hemocytes lack the expression of gem, a 
fundamental regulator of the plasmatocyte lineage. 
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Lineage commitment and antigen expression of the hemocyte sub-populations: 
Recent evidence suggests that all hemocyte lineages, consisting the 
plasmatocyte/lamellocyte- and the crystal cell lineage are generated from the hematopoietic 
stem cell through a common progenitor [59,67]. The pluripotent hematopoietic stem cell 
gives rise to all mature cell types of the blood by differentiating through intermediate 
progenitor cells that undergo lineage commitment and subsequent development along a 
single pathway. The expression pattern of these hematopoietic stem cells is H2 + PlXrCr 
and they show mitotic activity and phagocytose foreign objects although less proficient than 
mature plasmatocytes. Stem cells are anchored in specific locations as the lobes of the lymph 
gland and sessile tissue [59] where decisions concerning proliferation and 
differentiation/migration pathways are made. They give rise to lineage precursors that 
transform into transit cells and sequentially express lineage specific features during their 
differentiation program. Morphologically and functionally mature cells in the circulating 
pool of the hemocytes are heterogeneous. 
Larval hemocytes, regardless of their origin and state of differentiation, express the 
panhemocyte marker H2 and are scattered throughout the body and also in hematopoietic 
compartments. These compartments are morphologically well definable and include the lobes 
of the lymph gland and the circulating hemocytes [113]. PI antigen is exclusively expressed 
on the plasmatocytes; subpopulations of small round hemocytes that phagocytose bacteria 
and other foreign objects. In wild type this class of hemocytes comprise more than 98% of 
the circulating hemocytes. The antigen LI is specifically expressed on the terminally 
differentiated lamellocytes and their direct precursors. Antigen CI is expressed in a small 
subset of circulating hemocytes of all stages of larval development. The number of cells 
expressing these antigens is the highest in the late third stage larvae. The antigens are present 
either in crystal inclusions or distributed homogeneously in the cytoplasm of the cells 
regardless of the developmental stage. 
Functional activity of the hemocyte sub-populations: Even though the role of the 
hemocyte subpopulations in innate immune response is indubitable the knowledge about the 
function of these cells is fragmentary. We have unravelled the function of the subpopulations 
with the help of the newly identified molecular markers. Cells expressing the plasmatocyte-
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specific antigens phagocytose microorganisms and other particles. Lamellocytes do not 
phagocytose but they take part in the encapsulation reactions such as demarcation and 
demolition of the invading organisms. The double negatives - hemocytes lacking the 
expression of both plasmatocyte and lamellocyte markers - are also phagocytic cells however 
the phagocytosing rate of these cells is much lower (around 30%) than those of the fully 
matured plasmatocytes. The exact role of the double positives is still unclear. Indirect 
evidences suggest that these cells phagocytose as all the PI expressing cells engulf bacteria, 
but their role in encapsulation reaction as well as their mitotic activity is unknown. 
Hemocytes presumably play an important role in the coagulation reaction too, though this 
still has to be confirmed. On the other hand the crystalline inclusions in the cytoplasm of the 
crystal cells are proposed to contain enzymes that catalyses malanization reactions. 
Definition of the mitotic activity of the subpopulations typified on the basis of the 
expression of molecular markers: On the basis of the experiment carried on the circulating 
hemocytes we concluded that not all of the subpopulations preserved the ability of division. 
The mitotic activity of the wild type circulating hemocytes is low. Immature precursors 
(double negatives), plasmatocytes and crystal cell precursors shows mitotic activity. We 
never observed lamellocyte - including little round cell of plasmatocyte morphology - in 
division that expressed the lamellocyte-specific antigens. This means that the terminally 
differentiation of lamellocytes, from their direct precursors does not require cell division. 
In the case of the l(3)mbn-l mutant 2% of the plasmatocyte-specific antigen 
expressing hemocytes divides. We propose that only a fraction of plasmatocytes shows 
mitotic activity and in the process of maturation folly matured plasmatocytes looses the 
ability of dividing. As there is no molecular marker for this pool this is only a hypothesis. 
The direct precursors of the crystal cells shows mitotic activity; this support the speculation 
that crystal cells together with their direct precursors forms a detached differentiation 
lineage. 
A model for hematopoiesis in Drosophila'. Hematopoiesis begins early during 
embryogenesis and the process undergoes many changes during embryonic and larval 
development. The number of the various cell types in the circulation is normally kept in a 
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fairly constant ranges and the production process of the various cell types in distinct life 
stages are highly regulated. 
Pluripotent 
hematopoietic 
stem cell 
Srp + 
H2+P1L1 CI 
Plasm./lam. 
precursor? 
Gcm ? /Lz ? 
H2+P1L1 
C I 
Plasmatocyte 
I f 
I" 
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Gcm+/Lz~ 
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Gcm ? /Lz • 
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Figure 8. Hematopoiesis of Drosophila 
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Based on the results discussed above we have created a model of the hematopoiesis in 
Drosophila (Figure 7.). According to this hypothesis the pool of the Srp+ hemocytes 
expresses the pan-hemocyte antigen H2 but lack the expression of the subpopulation-specific 
antigens (H2+Pl"LrCr). These cells are considered as uncommitted pluripotent 
hematopoietic stem cells that have limited phagocytic capacity. As these cells show mitotic 
activity and are always present in the embryos and larvae we propose that this pool is able for 
a self-renewal. Furthermore this pool gives rise to all mature hemocyte subpopulations 
through extensive proliferation and multiple differentiation steps. We propose that the 
committed hematopoietic progenitor cells are progeny of a hematopoietic stem cell that have 
begun to differentiate. As stem cells these hemocytes expresses H2 but lack the expression of 
tiie subpopulation-specific antigens (H2+Pl"LrCr) and still shows mitotic activity. We 
suggest that these cells are no longer able to give rise to stem cells but are bi/tripotent 
hematopoietic precursors. The descendants of the multilineage precursors are the cells that 
are ultimately restricted to a single-lineage potential. These cells beside expression of the 
pan-hemocyte antigen already express subpopulation-specific antigens. Cells committed to a 
crystal cell lineage - Lz hemocytes - express CI but lacks PI and LI (H2+P1X1"C1+) 
expression. Crystalline inclusions are missing from the crystal cell precursors but they show 
mitotic activity. These cells undergo terminally differentiation - the final step of the 
hematopoiesis, and the fully matured crystal cells contain crystalline inclusion in their 
cytoplasm and lack mitotic activity. Hemocytes that undergo plasmatocyte commitment -
Gcm+ cells - express PI but lacks LI and CI (H2+Pl+Ll"Cr). The plasmatocyte precursors 
show mitotic activity but the fully matured plasmatocytes looses the ability for division upon 
terminally differentiation. It is still unclear whether the lamellocyte precursors (H2+P1" 
L1+C1") are direct descendants of the multilineage progenitors or they develop from the 
plasmatocyte/lamellocyte or even from lamellocyte/crystal cell precursors. However we have 
demonstrated that these cells form a separated lineage. The terminal phase of lamellocyte 
differentiation does not require cell divisions as the lamellocyte precursors lack mitotic 
activity, yet lamellocyte precursors undergoes dramatic specialized changes during 
maturation associated with morphological phenotype. 
Even if the model is incomplete in terms of deciphering the links between expression 
of distinct transcription factors and hemocyte specific antigens it provides a theory for 
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understanding the basis of the hematopoiesis in Drosophila. In general hemocytes undergo 
multiple divisions and changes in antigen and transcription factor expression between the 
stages shown in Figure 4. A small number of stem cells give rise to a greater number of the 
earlier committed progenitors, which are amplified through cell division at each subsequent 
point in the differentiation process. According to these, each successive stage has a more 
restricted differentiation potential. We propose that the fully matured cell types loose the 
ability of mitotic activity. The molecular processes that determine whether a stem cell 
undergoes self-renewal or commitment to differentiate are not understood, nor are the events 
that lead to commitment steps leading to a specific lineage. 
With the help of the discussed results it will be possible to unravel some elements of 
the innate immune defence of vertebrates that share analogous mechanisms with the innate 
immunity of the Drosophila. It will be also possible to identify vertebrate homologues of the 
Drosophila hemocyte-specific molecules and this may provide novel insights into the 
function of innate immunity of vertebrates, including man. Finally, definition of the 
Drosophila hemocyte-specific receptors and their vertebrate homologues will help in better 
understanding of the hematopoiesis and innate immunity. 
V. Summary 
Hemocytes represent the cellular elements of the innate immune defence in insects. 
They recognize, attack and inactivate the microorganisms and parasites invading the body 
cavity of the insect larvae. Although remarkable advances have been made in the past few 
years in understanding the hematopoiesis of Drosophila, little is known about the origin of 
hemocytes and mechanisms by which these cells act. 
We have described a resetting technique for separation of hemocyte sub-populations 
of Drosophila that relies on applying anti-hemocyte antibodies coupled to sheep erytrocytes. 
Hemocytes after separation retain their functions so the method can be used for functional 
and molecular characterization of hemocyte-subpopulations. 
We have used molecular markers with specific expression on Drosophila hemocytes 
to understand the differentiation and function of these cells. By the aid of these markers we 
have also characterized the differentiation and function of hemocytes. The hematopoietic 
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stem cells show mitotic activity and they phagocytose foreign objects. The plasmatocytes 
phagocytose bacteria and other foreign objects. Both plasmatocytes and their immediate 
precursors - proplasmatocytes - show mitotic activity. The function of the terminally 
differentiated flattened lamellocytes and their precursors is to encapsulate foreign objects and 
abnormally developing tissues, which are too large to be phagocytosed. This subpopulation 
of hemocytes does not phagocytose and does not show mitotic activity. In contrast to the 
previous hypothesis we have demonstrated that the plasmatocyte and the lamellocyte 
differentiation lineage are separated from each another. The procrystal- and the crystal cells, 
which are involved in the melanization and coagulation reactions - do not phagocytose. There 
are no crystalline inclusions in the procrystal cells, which show mitotic activity, while mature 
crystal cells contain crystals but they don't divide. The procrystal- and crystal cells form a 
separate differentiation lineage from the plasmatocyte and the lamellocyte lineages. 
Our model to study cell proliferation demonstrates the utility of the Drosophila 
hematopoietic system as a model for the genetic and functional study of oncogenic cell 
oveiproliferation. We showed that overexpression of activated Ras in Drosophila hemocytes 
results in sustained cell proliferation in a manner analogous to that observed in human 
leukemias. 
VI. Abbreviations 
EDTA 
Ig 
FITC 
EMS 
FACS 
FCS 
dW 
DAPI 
AEC 
CSSM3 
BSA 
3 - Amino-9-ethyl-carbazole 
Bovine Serum Albumin 
Shield and Sang M3 insect medium containing stabilized glutamine and 5% 
fetal calf serum 
4' ,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole 
distilled Water 
Ethylenediamine Tetraacetic acid 
Ethyl-Methyl-Sulfonate 
Fluorescein Activated Cell Sorter 
Fetal Calf Serum 
Fluorescein Isothyocianate 
Immunoglobulin 
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Ll-SRBC sheep red blood cells coated with the LI antibody 
mAb monoclonal antibody 
Pl-SRBC sheep red blood cells coated with the PI antibody 
PBS Phosphate Buffered Saline 
PhHH3 Phospho-Histone H3 
PTU phenil-thiourea 
SRBC Sheep Red Blood Cells 
UAS Upstream Activating Sequences 
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